Synecticsworld® Inc. Strategy into Action Programs
foundational programs for making strategy happen
Moving strategies into action has emerged as a pivotal challenge for organizations that want to create change in the
marketplace. Today’s business demands teamwork, speed and innovative thinking to solve key challenges and run
the hurdles towards execution – igniting brands, reducing costs, scaling businesses and generating new wealth.
Collaboration is essential to getting things done, whether it’s inside or outside your organization. Meanwhile, the
business environment demands productive and effective use of time and resources. All too often, the environment
of open-mindedness and collaboration that led to the new strategies is left behind once the hard work of moving them
through development and execution begins. Speed, potential for impact, and the team’s shared commitment may all
diminish. Introducing to two programs that help you overcome the gaps to success.

Innovative TeamWorkshop™

Dynamics of Problem-Solving and Teamwork
Via video feedback and skilled coaching, find out the
behaviors that increase your chances of coming up with
innovative solutions to key challenges, and those
behaviors that create barriers to successful outcomes.
Idea Generation
Access your creative self to generate novel and
intriguing ideas for solving difficult problems.
Experience the power of “wishing” and learn how to take
an ‘excursion’ in order to generate fresh, new ideas
when you need them.
Idea development
Discover how to take a powerfully appealing, intriguing,
but "not yet practical" idea, and systematically transform
it by building in feasibility.
Problem-solving sequence
Practice using Synectics’ time-tested 9-step process for
innovative problem solving -- a methodology used by
some of the world’s most successful companies.
Back-home applications
Walk away with specific plans for applying what you’ve
learned so that you can realize results immediately.

Deliberate Synergy™
for Action & Accountability

Deliberate Synergy for Action and Accountability
introduces tools and techniques to help leaders and their
teams execute new ideas and strategies in more
effective and purposefully collaborative ways. Topics
covered include:
Trust and Empowerment
Improve trust, delegation, decision-making and
empowerment within and across teams;
Commitments, Roles, and Accountability
Increase clarity and accountability with tools for
negotiating meaningful commitments;
Idea Transformation and Shared Ownership
Strengthen ideas, creating alignment, and building team
member relationships by harnessing the power of diverse
perspectives;
Appreciation & Recognition
Deepen motivation and empowerment through powerful
tools for appreciation and recognition;
Positive Conflict Resolution
Resolve inevitable conflicts with tools for self-awareness,
mutual-awareness, bridging intention and positive action.

Program Durations: Both programs are 1-2 Days in person or multiple 3.5 hour virtual modules. Custom designed
programs available
With continued practice at Deliberate Synergy, your team will become higher performing, with a deeper
understanding of human and interpersonal dynamics required to successfully move strategy into action.

